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>>> Paigge Gilbert <paaaiiggee@gmail.com> 12/18/2017 8:39 AM >>>  
To Whom It May Concern,  

When I heard that a resort was possibly being built next door to the Schafer property, I was saddened. From the beautiful uninterrupted sunsets to the quiet nights under the bright stars in the hot tub, my experiences at their property have been some of the best! A resort and campground would unfortunately taint the beautiful mountainside. Not to mention, the roads up to Pine Mountain would become ever more crowded and more dangerous to navigate. My biggest concern is the wildlife sustained on Pine Mountain could be displaced because of the runoff from all the new industry and structures that will be built as a part of this resort area. Please let me know if I can lend more support on this issue!  

With love,  
Paigge Gilbert